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I. Letter from the Secretary-General
Esteemed Prospective Participants;
On behalf of GO Academy, it is an utmost privilege and pleasure to welcome you all to the
second annual session of the Eskişehir Model United Nations Conference 2022. My name is
Zeynep Öykü Kalkan, and it is my honor to serve you as the Secretary-General. The second
annual session of ESMUN is organized by the GO Academy, and it will take place in the
vibrant city of Eskişehir between the 12th and 14th of June. With its rich history that
witnessed Hittites, Phrygians, Seljuqs, and the Ottoman Empire and cultural diversity due to
receiving migrants coming from Caucasus, Central Asia, and the Balkans, Eskişehir is a city
that brings the past and the present together. With its dynamic population and intellectual
atmosphere, this “student city” is one of the best locations to organize a Model United
Nations Conference.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were not able to organize our conference last year, which
made us more eager and enthusiastic for ESMUN 2022. With this excitement, our academic
and operations teams worked tirelessly to provide you with an unforgettable MUN
experience. We will host five committees in our second edition for our junior and senior
participants with agenda items that address current topics and problems of our world.
Delegates of the United Nations Environment Programme will discuss preventing conflicts
over water scarcity, while delegates appointed to the United Nations Commission on the
Status of Women will focus on the Economic Impact of COVID-19 on Women and Girls. In
United Nations Disarmament and International Security Committee, delegates will try to find
applicable, sustainable, and reasonable solutions to preventing an arms race in outer space;
meanwhile, in United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, the topic
will be the protection of cultural property in times of armed conflict. Lastly, we will host a
special committee that will simulate Montreux Convention. A group of experienced MUN
delegates, as well as successful and exemplary individuals who are well-versed in the topics at
hand, will lead and monitor your committees, and I have full faith in all of our board members
to guide you through the rules of procedure so that our delegates can practice negotiation,
problem-solving, conflict resolution, critical thinking, diplomacy, and collaboration as they
act as world leaders, policymakers, and diplomats. As the Academic Team, we are very
excited to hear your take on these crucial agenda items. On that note, we wish you all efficient
and beneficial debates.

It is important to note that while MUN conferences aim to familiarize you with the economic,
social, political, and environmental problems of our world and enable you to improve skills
that will benefit you in the future, these events also present great opportunities for you to have
fun, make lots of new friends and memories. Make sure to enjoy yourselves during the coffee
breaks, challenges, and social events that our operations team prepared for you. On that note, I
want to thank our academic and operations teams for their hard work, dedication,
never-ending energy, and work ethic.
On behalf of GO Academy and the ESMUN Family, I would like to thank you for your time
and consideration and once again, with great pleasure, welcome you to the second annual
session of ESMUN. We would be honored if we could play a role in presenting you with new
perspectives since you are the future delegates. Your ideas and dreams will shape the future,
and it is because of you, because of our belief in you, that we expect a better future. Let’s
come together this June in Eskişehir to take our part in creating the future we want by
discussing what the presidents, ministers, and government officials discuss and see if we can
do things differently. Do not forget to apply, read your study guides, prepare some speeches
and motions, and buckle your seatbelts for three days of fun, diplomacy, games, and politics!
We hope that this conference will find itself a place among your unforgettable experiences
and memories.
Yours sincerely,
Zeynep Öykü Kalkan
Secretary-General of ESMUN 2022

II.

Introduction to the Agenda Item: Monteux Convention on Straits 1936
A. Eastern Question

Historians of diplomacy refer to the power play and political interests of the European Great
Powers (France, Germany, United Kingdom, and Russia) on both the economic and politically
unstable Ottoman Empire through the 19th century as Eastern Question. Throughout the
century, the decay of the Empire's military and economic power had given the nickname "Sick
man of Europe" to the Ottoman Empire. The roots of this question date back to the Ottoman
defeat against Russia in 1768, which created the sense that the Ottoman Empire's collapse
shall be imminent. Through many land losses in countless rebellions and wars in the 19th
century. The question of the
fate

of

Ottoman territories

without damaging the delicate
balance of power in Europe
became a serious question until
the Great War.
B. Great War
World War I was the bursting
point of political, economic,
and social stress which had
been accumulated through the
19th century. During the 19th
century, the major European
powers tried to stabilize the
continent and maintain the
balance

of

power

Europe,

resulting

within
in

the

existence of a complex network
of

political

alliances

and

military

throughout

the

continent by 1900. Countries

with similar interests and political structures naturally became closer in this race to create
alliances. Newly formed continental powers such as Italy and Germany in means of shared
economic interests or survivalists multi-national and cultural Empires such as Ottoman and
Austro-Hungary are a few examples of how these bonds were forged. The triggering event
was the assassination of Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand by a Serbian nationalist in
Sarajevo on 28 June 1914.
C. Surrender of The Ottoman Empire
When the British Forces in Mesopotamia posed a direct threat to the defenseless Ottoman
Eastern Anatolia and Allied advancement from surrendered Bulgaria to Ottoman capital
İstanbul, Ottoman Government also had no choice but surrender. On October 30, the
Armistice of Mudros was signed on a British cruiser off Lemnos. The Turks, by its terms,
were to open the Straits to the Allies; demobilize their forces; allow the Allies to occupy any
strategic point that they might require and use all of Turkey's ports and railways; and order the
surrender of their remaining garrisons in Arabia, Syria, and Mesopotamia. The centuries-old
Ottoman Empire had come to an end.1
1. Treaty of Mudros
Here are some important clauses of Mudros for your attention.
● Opening of Dardanelles and Bosporus and secure access to the Black Sea. Allied
occupation of Dardanelles and Bosporus forts.
● All Allied prisoners of war and Armenian interned persons and prisoners to be collected in
Constantinople and handed over unconditionally to the Allies.
● Immediate demobilization of the Turkish Army except for such troops as are required for
surveillance of frontiers and for the maintenance of internal order (number of effectives
and their disposition to be determined later by the Allies after consultation with the Turkish
Government).
● The Allies have the right to occupy any strategic points in the event of a situation
arising that threatens the security of the Allies.
● Use of all ship repair facilities at all Turkish ports and arsenals.
● Immediate withdrawal of Turkish troops from northwest Persia to behind the pre-war
frontier has already been ordered and will be carried out.
1
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● Part of Trans-Caucasia has already been ordered to be evacuated by Turkish troops, the
remainder to be evacuated if required by the Allies after they have studied the situation
there.
● Facilities to be given for the purchase of coal and oil-fuel and naval material from Turkish
sources after the requirements of the country have been met.
● Surrender of all garrisons in Hejaz, Assir, Yemen, Syria, and Mesopotamia to the nearest
Allied commander; and the withdrawal of troops from Cilicia, except those necessary to
maintain order.
● An Allied representative to be attached to the Turkish Ministry of Supplies in order to
safeguard Allied interests. This representative is to be furnished with all information
necessary for this purpose.
● Turkish prisoners to be kept at the disposal of the Allied Powers. The release of Turkish
civilian prisoners and prisoners over military age to be considered.
● In case of disorder in the six Armenian vilayets, the Allies reserve to themselves the right
to occupy any part of them.2
2. Treaty of Sevres
Due to the beginning of the Turkish Independence Movement, after the Greek Invasion of
Smyrna by the authority of the Allied Powers on 15th May 1918, Allied Powers could not be
able to dictate their terms to Ottoman Government due to the presence of the new National
Government in Ankara.
However,

later

on,

Allied

Powers designed the Treaty of
Sevres as another diplomatic
pressure

on

the

Turkish

Independence Movement by
only

recognizing

Ottoman

Government in İstanbul. On
10th August 1920, the Treaty of
Sevres was signed between
Ottoman Government and Allied Powers. Treaty acknowledged all economic and social

2
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restrictions given in Mudros, and divided Ottoman territory between minority groups within
Empire and Allied Powers, including Greece, thus effectively ending the Ottoman Empire.

III.

Turkish National Movement and The Treaty of Lausanne

The Turkish National Movement or Turkish Independence movement encompasses the
political and military activities of the Turkish revolutionaries that resulted in the creation and
shaping of the modern Republic of Turkey as a consequence of the defeat of the Ottoman
Empire in World War I and the subsequent occupation of Istanbul and partitioning of the
Ottoman Empire by the Allies under the terms of the Armistice of Mudros. Harsh conditions
of Mudros and following ratification of the situation in Sevres combined with newly formed
Turkish national thought consequently gave birth to a resistance movement. The Turkish War
of Independence (May 19, 1919 – July 24, 1923) was fought between the Turkish nationalists,
and the proxies of the Allies – namely Greece on the Western front, Armenia on the Eastern,
France on the Southern and with them, the United Kingdom and Italy in Constantinople (now
Istanbul) – after some parts of Turkey were occupied and partitioned following the Ottoman
Empire’s defeat in World War I. Few of the present British, French, and Italian troops were
deployed or engaged in combat. After a series of battles during the Greco-Turkish war, the
Greek army advanced as far as the Sakarya River, just eighty kilometers west of the GNA3.
On August 5, 1921, Mustafa Kemal was promoted to commander in chief of the forces by the
GNA. The ensuing Battle of Sakarya was fought from August 23 to September 13, 1921, and
ended with the defeat of the Greeks. After this victory, on September 19, 1921, Mustafa
Kemal Pasha was given the rank of Mareşal and the title of Gazi by the Grand National
Assembly. The Allies, ignoring the extent of Kemal’s successes, hoped to impose a modified
version of the Treaty of Sèvres as a peace settlement on Ankara, but the proposal was
rejected. In August 1922, Kemal launched an all-out attack on the Greek lines at
Afyonkarahisar in the Battle of Dumlupınar, and Turkish forces regained control of Smyrna
on September 9, 1922. The next day, Mustafa Kemal sent a telegram to the League of Nations
saying that the Turkish population was so worked up that the Ankara Government would not
be responsible for massacres.4 . On 11th October 1922, Allied Powers agreed on the terms of

3
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Civilization II. Retrieved May 18, 2022, from
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GNA for an armistice, including the withdrawal of Greek forces from Eastern Thrace, and
gathering a conference in Lausanne-Switzerland for permanently ending the conflict.

A. Question of Straits
Political control over the Turkish Straits5 was one of the main issues discussed at the
Lausanne Peace Conference. The Conference decided to form a Straits Commission to
administrate the Straits through stiff discussions and many concessions. The commission
consisted of representatives from France, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Bulgaria, Greece,
Romania, and the Soviet Union under the presidency of the Turkish delegation. The
commission's duty was to implement the regulations stated under the Treaty of Lausanne. The
Treaty set the international status of the Straits as a demilitarized zone (with the exception of
the shores of Istanbul) in order to assure unhindered free trade.6 The new arrangement also
gives all merchant vessels full right of way during peace, granting very limited control to
Turkey in times of war. Territorial limitations and Turkey’s possible reservations were
intentionally left ambiguous.
IV. Europe in the Aftermath of Versailles
The First World War led to the death of some
10 million Europeans, 7 million disabled, and
15 million seriously wounded. The majority of
all these casualties were young men of
working age.78 When wed with the loss of
5
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property and land destruction of the War, the devastation of resources resulted in continuously
decreasing living standards and ever-spreading poverty.9 The Allies suffered from their debts,
whereas the Central Powers donned the heavy harness of the concluding treaties.10
Although there were relatively prosperous times between 1925-1929 when prices skyrocketed
after the War and world trade increased; the
aftershocks of the Great Depression in the
United States of America ran their course on
Europe during the 1930s.11 Subsequently,
banks and currencies collapsed and the
European economies were fated to stagnation
and

regression

until

1938.12

As

for

diplomacy, it showed progress until the end
of

the

1920s,

nonetheless

started

deteriorating after the Wall Street crash of
1929.13
1. Rise of Fascism in Italy
Once the Great War was over, much of Europe was left in chaos. Europe's economy was
bankrupted, entire countries were destroyed through the havoc of war, and poverty rose
among the distressed citizens, causing extreme idealists, such as fascism in early
twentieth-century Italy. Italian involvement in Great War led to a governmental failure
characterized by severe economic depression and political instability and raised questions
against the capitalist economy and democracy as a whole. The economic depression struck the
middle class with high inflation, budget deficits, and unemployment creating discontent
among many of the peasants that participated in the war. Looking for political change, Benito
Mussolini seemed as one who offered a solution through idealized nationalism and militarism
and vowed to solve the nation's problems with his fascist movement. Fascism can be
understood as a totalitarian style of government with one powerful dictator emphasizing
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Smith, Anthony D. “Nations and Nationalism in a Global Era.” Cambridge: Polity Press, 1995.

nationalist beliefs in order to unite the citizens under a single governmental party. To gain the
support of the Italian nation in general, Mussolini pioneered an economic plan to bring Italy
out of the post-war depression. To understand Mussolini, the Italian people's moment of crisis,
desperation, and frustration must be understood.

2. Rise of Nazism in Germany
The outbreak of war in 1914 was welcomed by the German population with great jubilation
and patriotic zeal. Even the Social Democratic Party (SDP) and the majority of the political
left discarded their robes of opposition to imperialist wars. Wilhelm II traced this civil truce
by saying, “I no longer recognize parties; I only recognize Germans.” 14 However, through
the battle, this enthusiasm quickly diminished with failures resulting from unpreparedness and
social inequality borne from the challenging nature of war. After the inequalities and
economic crises that arose from the war, the internal politics of Germany were unavoidably
driven to polarization. On the right end, the annexation of Eastern and Western Europe for
their assault on Germany was advocated, whereas, on the left end, it consistently called for
peace.15
When it was clear that the war was lost, the war-worn population of Germany transformed
their weariness into anger and unrest; and directed it towards the authorities. Especially
through the war, the working class increasingly became radical in the face of the consistence
of the status quo. Moreover, there was a loss of confidence in the civilian authorities, and the
dire thirst for leading in could not be quenched.16 With the combination of all of these factors,
war-weariness, longing for peace and equality, detestation, and abhorrence toward ruling
classes, German workers started the revolutionary unrest in November 1918.17
At the start of October 1918, a
civilian government was delivered
the ruling power by the military
14
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Ibid.
16
Ibid.
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leaders. To shake off further social unrest, a process referred to as ‘revolution from above’ had
commenced and introduced fundamental parliamentary reforms. However, even when faced
with increasing pressure, Wilhelm II did not cede his throne.18 In November 1918, when a
group of sailors realized that they were being led to a suicidal attack on the British, the sailors
mutinied. This act of resistance was the start of the wave of revolution that quickly swept all
of Germany. On 9 November, the civilian government resigned and handed over the power to
the SDP. In the afternoon, the German Republic was declared, and, in the evening, Wilhelm
fled to Holland.19 After the formation of the Weimar Republic, many of the larger cities of
southern Germany had beer halls, which could accommodate hundreds or even thousands of
people to gather, socialize and discuss politics. Many Germans, including Adolf Hitler, leader
of the National Socialist German Workers' Party, believed that the Treaty of Versailles was a
betrayal by civilian leaders, Marxists in the government, and also the Jewish population in
Germany who "had control over the economy." Hitler's ambitions led him to form the
National Socialist Workers Party, or the popular abbreviation, Nazi Party. National Socialist
German Workers' Party was a far-right political party active during the Weimar Republic. The
party emerged as a manifestation of German racism, populism, and nationalism against the
leftist movements during the postwar period. Party's main aim was to create "racially
desirable" German unity while excluding political dissidents, physically or intellectually
inferior, or foreign races. Party programs included broad social welfare programs in exchange
for the subordination of individual rights for the "greater good of the people." Party's political
strategy was focused on anti-big business, anti-bourgeois, and anti-capitalist rhetoric. Party
was also known for its intolerance of conservatism. A similar process happened in Italy under
the leadership of Mussolini. Mussolini thought that Italy was severely undermined during
World War One and gained nothing substantial. He organized millions of Italians to protest
the existing regime and managed to become Prime Minister in 1923. Further on, his party,
Fascist Party, took control of the country.
V.

Turkish Foreign Policy
A. “Peace at Home, Peace at World”

One of the main objectives of Turkish foreign policy was providing independence via
diplomacy and military issue against the warring states of that time while sticking up with the
nationalism. Subsequently, Turkey’s foreign policy principle had been defined as “peace.”
18

Ibid.
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Being originally said by one of the greatest leaders- Atatürk, the motto “Peace at Home, Peace
at World” illustrates Turks’ approach to the issues while emphasizing the importance of
peaceful negotiations.20 Furthermore, rationalism and realism were reflected and adopted in
foreign political attitudes, which sooner helped to secure the unconditional independence of
the Republic of Turkey.
Various efforts were put in to create and establish both a regional and international
atmosphere of stability that would give a helping hand to Turkey and open her eyes to see her
great potential in every field. Finding allies with the same interests and aims strengthened the
republic, which aimed to become a secular, social, and democratic state of law. Especially
during this period, the value of peace was reflected in every aspect of foreign policy since
wars kept continuing and causing even more trouble in negotiations. Mutual interests were the
key to solving most of the issues by diplomatic concessions. Taking part in the Kellog-Briand
Pact in 1929, the Republic of Turkey once again specified that the solution should always be
found through peaceful means.
Similarly, Turkish realistic foreign policy21 based on the peace played a major role in
resolving such problems as Mosul, Hatay, and the Question of the Straits. Therefore, during
that era, the most important features of Turkish foreign policy were realism, the significance
of international law and legitimacy, and the priority of regional and international cooperation
and negotiation.
A. Revisiting the Subject of Straits
The Turkish Straits consisting of the Bosphorus and Dardanelles were located in the western
part of Eurasia and considered the boundary between Europe and Asia. The Straits were
strategically important ever since the Trojan War and provided migration and invasion routes.
They remained in their significant position and have caused a periodic controversy over
restrictions on the passage of warships through the Bosphorus, the Sea of Marmara, and the
Dardanelles.22 While being a part of Turkish territory, Russia took control of the north shore
of the Black Sea in the 18th century. Russia wanted to protect itself from the possible attack
from the south, and thus, she demanded an agreement from Turks in which the straits would
be closed to warships of non-Black Sea powers, which later was named the “Treaty of Hünkâr
20
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İskelesi.” The London Straits Convention23 concluded on 13 July 1841 between the "Great
Powers of Europe," such as Russia, the United Kingdom, France, Austria, and Prussia, with
the decision to close the Turkish Straits from all warships except the ones of the Ottoman
Empire's allies. The treaty was established as a reaction to the Treaty of Hünkâr İskelesi24. By
the end of the convention, the Russian navy was kept out of the Mediterranean and the British
out of the Black Sea.25
The importance of The Straits especially rose during the period of World War I due to playing
a role as a prospective link between the Entente powers’ Eastern and Western Fronts. English
and French navy were unsuccessful in taking control of the Dardanelles and afterward, the
Triple Entente- Russian Empire, the French Third Republic, and the United Kingdom- tried to
set up a secret Straits Agreement. Being also known as the Constantinople Agreement, the
Straits Agreement26 aimed at political mutualism between the members of the Triple Entente.
In the case of the victory in World War I, Constantinople and the Dardanelles were promised
to be given to the Russian Empire by Great Britain and France. Taking a neutral position at
first, the Greek government also got involved by consulting with the Allies. The Greeks
suggested preparation for the further attacks on the Turkish Straits, aiming to take control of
Constantinople. Nevertheless, Russian Empire refused such an offer due to its main goals,27
such as controlling the Straits and Constantinople. Allies tried to siege the Gallipoli but
couldn’t manage it. However, Constantinople was successfully occupied by the Allies, who
got the victory at the end of the war in 1918. Russia’s withdrawal from the war was caused by
the Russian Revolution,28 which brought the Bolshevik government. Thus, Russia’s plans to
seize the Straits got drastically crashed. The final stage of resolving the Straits issue was the
Montreux Convention.
B. Steps Towards Montreux Convention
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Aside from the Straits issue, Ottoman Empire especially had struggled with Allied Powers
after the defeat in World War I. On 10 August 1920, the Treaty of Sevres29 was signed
between the Central Powers and Allied Powers. The Treaty emphasized dividing the Ottoman
Empire territories including the ones that weren’t dwelled by Turkish people. The terms
agitated Turkish nationalism and enmity. Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, who led the Grand National
Assembly30 at the time, had defeated the combined armies of the signatories of this treaty with
the magnificent will and power of Turkish nationalists in the War of Independence. After the
Conference of Lausanne,31 held between 1922 and 1923, negotiation processes in order to
replace the Treaty of Sevres were no longer recognized by the new government of Mustafa
Kemal Atatürk in Turkey. While Britain, France, and Italy aimed to discuss their policies in
the Near East, the Soviet Union would have sent its representatives to renegotiate the Straits
Convention. After the arrival in Lausanne, the Soviet delegation demanded to be included in
the conference and demanded the closure of the Straits to warships and aircraft of all nations
except Turkey. However, none of these requests were successful.
Economic state of Turkey was hazardous due to losses in various aspects ever since the Wars
of Independence. Conflict needed to be resolved while building relations with Europe for the
purpose of rebuilding and enduring the Turkish economy. Thus, in March 1923, a note was
sent by the Turks suggesting new proposals regarding financial and judicial questions. Having
negotiations with the Turkish representative- İsmet İnönü, the British chief negotiator for the
Allies, Lord Curzon accepted the Turkish propositions on the basis that the conference would
be revived but ruled out any further reconsiderations of the territorial clauses already solved.32
The conferences ended up with the Treaty of Lausanne, signed on 24 July 1923. The
sovereignty of the newly formed Republic of Turkey was officially recognized internationally.
The Dardanelles were demilitarized, and the Straits got opened to unrestricted civilian and
military traffic under the regulation of the International Straits Commission of the League
Nations. With the rise of Fascist Italy by the late 1930s, the Turks started to become
distressed, bearing in mind that Italy could try to gain access to the Straits and increase its
power in the Black Sea and Anatolia. The Turkish Government requested the League of
29
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Nations to approve the reconstruction of the Dardanelles forts by sending a diplomatic note to
the countersigners of the Treaty of Lausanne. Turkish Foreign Minister Tevfik Rüştü Aras33
stated that the international situation had changed momentously since 1923. Furthermore,
Turkey had no provision to defend itself in case of threat of war due to the slowness and
ineffectiveness of the machinery in the remaining regime. Hence, Turkey was ready to start
negotiations with the outcome of regulations to the regime of the Straits, accepting the
conditions of security that are essential for the inviolability of Turkey's territory and
navigation between the Mediterranean and the Black Sea.
Response to the note was generally auspicious and countries such as Australia, Bulgaria,
France, Germany, Greece, Japan, Romania, the Soviet Union, Turkey, the United Kingdom,
and Yugoslavia accepted to participate in negotiations at Montreux on 22 June 1936. 34 The
British wanted to continue a restrictive approach. The Turks pursued confirmation of their
own control over the straits while having a more liberal regime, and the Soviets suggested a
regime that would guarantee total freedom of passage. Even though the British aimed to
eliminate the Soviet fleet from the Mediterranean Sea, Soviets succeeded in confirming that
the Black Sea countries were given exclusions from the military restrictions enforced on
non-Black Sea nations.
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